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Common Law Cases
General trials update
Trials – 22 judgements in 2012/13 with a 68% win ratio (up from 54%)
Pending trial judgements

28 trials scheduled to end of calendar year 2013

Common Law Cases
Arnold v Tilecorp Pty Ltd [2012] QSC 321
Martin J
25 October 2012
Arnold v Tilecorp Pty Ltd [2013] QCA 211
02 August 2013
This case was determined according to issues of credit, with His Honour preferring
the employer’s evidence over that of the worker’s as to the system of work he was
undertaking at the time. The matter proceeded in relation to both liability and
quantum. Claim dismissed at original trial
Plaintiff appealed to the QCA; the appeal was heard on 1 May 2013, with judgement
delivered 02/08/2013. The plaintiff's appeal was dismissed with costs

Common Law Cases
Pershouse v Sirius Observatories Australia Pty Ltd [2013] QDC
Noud DCJ
9 May 2013
The worker was employed in a marketing and administrative role by a manufacturer
of fiberglass moulds. She allegedly suffered a head injury when she walked into the
leg of a large fiberglass mould whilst walking across a production room.
The Plaintiff alleged the employer should have taken steps to prevent the Plaintiff
from entering the production room, that the moulds should have been cordoned off or
turned, so that the legs faced the walls rather than into the room. The employer
alleged the incident occurred solely because the Plaintiff failed to watch where she
was walking.
The Trial Judge found against the worker on liability and therefore dismissed the
claim. The worker was also ordered to pay the employer’s costs.

Common Law Cases
Weaver v Endeavour Foundation [2013] QSC 93
McMeekin J
12 April 2013
Plaintiff originally successful at trial - “back steps” manoeuvre; $369K in damages
awarded. This matter has now been appealed by WorkCover to the Court of Appeal;
trial set down for 05 September 2013.

Tep v ATS Australasian Technical Services Pty Ltd [2012] QSC
Fryberg J
7 September 2012
Tep v ATS Australasian Technical Services Pty Ltd [2013] QCA 180
12 July 2013
Plaintiff originally unsuccessful at trial. Plaintiff appealed to COA – appeal allowed;
judgement set aside and proceeding remitted to QSC for re-trial on liability and
quantum

Common Law Cases
Dwyer v Framemaster (Qld) Pty Ltd [2013] QDC 150
05 July 2013

Application brought by plaintiff for disclosure of two workers’ compensation files for
injuries which occurred several years prior to the subject claim and involved different
workers employed by the same employer
Plaintiff served a NNPD on Q-COMP – obtained details of all past claims against the
employer; served same on WCQ which was rejected; Application brought by plaintiff
Court looked at s279 WCRA and s27 PIPA – the wording of the section is important
“(i) the circumstances of THE event resulting in injury….”
Court agreed that there is some limit on the duty to cooperate under s279; plaintiff
may seek disclosure of any documents directly related to an allegation in issue in
the pleadings; however not required to disclose material that does not relate to the
circumstances of the event which caused the injury and is not directly related to any
issue in the proceedings.
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Engage in a Calling (s533/535) + False an Misleading Statement (s534)
Initially pleaded not guilty; changed plea to guilty
Worker failed to disclose a return to employment and engaged in a calling as
truck driver during a period of his statutory claim (labour hire/host employer)
Informed WorkCover that he had not worked – had worked on 47 previous
occasions; worked on 70 occasions during the offending period
On 3 separate occasions, attended on GP on same day he worked for purposes
of obtaining medical certificate; then provided to WCQ for purposes of obtaining
statutory benefits
Convicted and sentenced to serve 6 months imprisonment for Charge 1 (Fraud –
Return to a Calling) and 2 months imprisonment in relation to Charge 2 (False
and Misleading Statement to WorkCover).
The Court also ordered that the Defendant pay restitution in the sum of
$23,353.65. The Court also ordered that the Defendant pay WorkCover's costs
in the sum of $12,312.90.
Convictions were recorded and sentences wholly suspended

Legal provider fees

• Panel lawyer fees
• Barrister fees
• Factual investigator fees

Medical and Allied Health strategies
• Return to Work (RTW) Services provider panel
• more equitable distribution of work
• less time/cost on travel
• outcomes
• Medical Advisory Panel (MAP) tender
• surgery requests, complex claim reviews
• communication with treating doctors
• renewed by October
• Permanent Impairment (PI) assessment panel
• variation/differences in PI reports
• consistency and quality
• panel in place by new year
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